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To get to r we need to know our instruments

Bandpass  (credit: Toki) 

HWP (credit: Hiroaki) 
Cosmic Rays 
(credit: S. Beckman, A. Lee) 

beams (credit: Jon) 

beams (credit: Hiroaki) beam former (credit: Aritoki) 
focal plane arrangement + polarisation  
(credit: Toki) 

data analysis 

r 
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 Otherwise…. 

From Ranajoy Banerji
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Up to which level ?

We want to measure r with an accuracy of (68%CL):

Assuming: 

For each potential source of instrumental systematics:

● We assign an error budget: 

From this we derive a requirement on the knowledge of the underlying instrumental 
parameters. 

Those requirements are used to  best define the calibration method. 
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Systematics JSG ! 

Calibration JSG !
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A lot of studies have been performed 

credit: Concept Design Report

The requirements are being and 
will be updated and further 
refined
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How ? verification and calibration strategy

To reach the required accuracies the calibration strategy 
is setup in several steps. We will rely on measurements:

● on the ground and in-flight
● from component level to full integrated instruments
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LiteBIRD verification and calibration strategy

To reach the required accuracies the calibration strategy 
is setup in several steps. We will rely on measurements:

● on the ground and in-flight
● from component level to full integrated instruments

RF tests for beam characterization

Cold environment “flight-like” loading 
conditions on the instruments+calibration 
sources in a big cryogenic facility 

=> In this talk I will focus on:
● Beams 
● Spectro-polarimetry

(and will not address component level tests)
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beams requirements 
Side lobes requirements 

1- Simulate a mismatch between the data 
(dashed) and the model used to analyse 
them  (solid line)

credit: Ryo and Davide 

=> the regime between -20 and -35 dB has 
to be determined to better than 10%.Need 
to be checked at all frequencies

2- s(r)=f(effect)

-56 dB

=> the regime between

Far side lobes requirements
Power spectra of the foreground contamination leaks 
through the FSL 

=> need to know the beams
down to -56dB  

credit: Tomo
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 RF ground measurements for  LFT 

In the last months: very successful measurements of 
beams at warm temperature  on a small scale LFT 
model 

=> Next steps: cold measurements

The full strategy is being addressed and further refined with on-going measurements in Japan 

credit: Yutaro 
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 RF ground measurements for  MHFT 

We are currently studying the best strategy, to 
build up a model fed with:

● sub-system, semi-integrated and 
integrated level measurements

● warm/cold measurements

Strehl  ratio for various refraction indices
of lenses (typical of cold->warm variations) 

credit: the MHFT RF working group  +CNES
Bruno, Jon, Cristian, Hiro, Marco, Marco 

Examples of on-going studies
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  bandpass knowledge requirements credit: Tommasso

Worst case scenario (top hat function):
● measurement resolution of the order of  0.5GHz
● driven by the 337 and 402GHz channels.

relative calibration of
foreground  wrt CMB 
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  polarisation angle requirements credit: Patricio & Enrique, Tommaso

=> The absolute polarization angle should be known with a 
resolution of the order of the arcmin (the requirements are 
driven by the 119 and 140GHz frequency bands)

as a function of the correlation 
between freq.channels

The polarization angle requirements on 
each frequency induced by the component 
separation process:
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HWP related systematics credit: Hiroaki & Guillaume
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 Spectro-polarimetry ground measurements
The presence of a polarization modulator couples 

the two tests:

•  Spectral Response

•   Polarimetric sensitivity

=> the instrument needs to be cold 

=> within a cold “flight-like” environment

credit: Giorgio

   Expected output : the datacube 
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 cold “flight-like” ground measurements

“a la Planck-HFI” strategy: 

LFT
in Japan

MHFT 
in France

Foreseen facilities 

credit: Masashi

credit: Guilaine
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flight calibration
Main beam reconstruction 
from planets (Tomo)

Instrumental Polarization from the 
dipole signal (Guillaume)

not exhaustive...

Polarization angle from ClEB 
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looking into the future 
The LiteBIRD calibration operations are very challenging ! 

● The Systematics JSG teams are working hard to update the requirements for 
each frequency bands. Next step will be to couple systematic effects and 
further refine the analysis in collaboration with the foreground JSG, and 
perform simulations. In parallel, mitigation is the key to get to low-ell: the 
implementation of HWPs and the LiteBIRD scan strategy will help for that.

● The Calibration JSG teams are deeply involved in defining the best strategy to 
meet the requirements, as well as to prepare the calibration devices and the 
facilities, but also making sure to get the longer possible time in the LiteBIRD 
schedule for the calibration operations (and with instruments as much 
integrated as possible). 
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Cosmic rays 


